94805-EDAMZ

METAL THUMB CONTROL
ADJUSTABLE NOZZLE 7-PATTERN
Zinc Alloy design construction for
longer lasting time

Effortless Thumb adjustable
water flow control switch

New honeycomb design
finish provides extra grip
in wet conditions
Quick connect adapter
fits most brands
of garden hoses
7-Pattern:
jet, shower, mist, soaker, cone,
center and flat
Soft dial ring for easy pattern
changes / protect against damage

Ergonomic in design to avoid manual dexterity
and fatigue challenges

Allows complete and total water flow control with just a flick of the thumb. Adequately saves water while watering from one plant to the next.
Eliminates the strain created from squeezing compared to many other current watering tools. Made of zinc Alloy for a sturdy and durable feel. Has a
soft rubber over mold for additional protection at natural wearing points.
Lightweight Thumb Lever Control allows you to control and adjust the spray volume on each pattern with just a push of the thumb lever. Adjust
from jet, flat, center, cone, soaker, mist & shower.

(No squeezing required for water flow control!)
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m CAUTION m
-For outdoor use with cold water only
-Do not spray near electrical connections
-When not in use, rinse the tool with water to remove most of the dirt, dry your tool, and store indoors
This product contains chemicals known to the state of California to cause cancer, birth defects, and other reproductive harm.
For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

A simple quick adapter (2 pcs) and hose connector
(1 pc) with a water stop feature included will
simplify your watering experience. Simply connect
the connector at the end of your hose, and then
attach your accessories to the adapter. You can
interchange various accessories in a just a snap
without any need to turn off your water tap as the
adapter will stop the water flow once you remove
the accessories. No more kinking or hose twisting
as the adapter allow you to swivel your hose 360°
degrees.
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Quick and easy connections to 5/8-inch and
1/2-inch garden hoses, sprinklers, nozzles, and or
any other garden watering tools
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